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Abstract. A nonparametric version of the Final Prediction Error (FPE) is analysed
for lag selection in nonlinear autoregressive time series under very general conditions
including heteroskedasticity. We prove consistency and derive probabilities of incorrect
selections that have been previously unavailable. Since it is more likely to over®t (have
too many lags) than to under®t (miss some lags), a correction factor is proposed to
reduce over®tting and hence increase correct ®tting. For the FPE calculation, the local
linear estimator is introduced in addition to the Nadaraya-Watson estimator in order to
cover a very broad class of processes. To achieve faster computation, a plug-in bandwidth is suggested for the local linear estimator. Our Monte-Carlo study corroborates
that the correction factor generally improves the probability of correct lag selection for
both linear and nonlinear processes and that the plug-in bandwidth works at least as
well as its commonly used competitor. The proposed methods are applied to the
Canadian lynx data and daily returns of DM/US-Dollar exchange rates.
Keywords. Consistency; ®nal prediction error; foreign exchange rates; heteroskedasticity; nonlinear autoregression; over®tting; plug-in bandwidth; under®tting.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The past decade has witnessed an impressive development of nonparametric
modelling in both theory and practice, with the ¯exibility of `letting the data
speak for themselves'. One area of recent interest is time series model
identi®cation, or more speci®cally, lag selection. Using linear lag selection
methods based on classical criteria such as the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC), the Final Prediction Error (FPE) or the Schwarz Criterion for nonlinear
stochastic processes is theoretically unjusti®able and as our simulation results
indicate, often impractical.
Following the successful adaption of nonparametric techniques to time series
analysis (GyoÈr® et al., 1989; Tjùstheim, 1994; HaÈrdle et al., 1997), alternative
lag selection criteria have been studied for nonlinear autoregressive processes.
Cheng and Tong (1992) suggested a method based on cross-validation.
Assuming homoskedasticity Yao and Tong (1994) and Vieu (1994) were able
to show consistency of the cross-validation approach. Alternatively, Auestad
and Tjùstheim (1990) and Tjùstheim and Auestad (1994) suggested to use a
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nonparametric version of the FPE. While they allowed for heteroskedasticity,
which is a well known feature of ®nancial and many other time series, they did
not show consistency. In this paper we close this gap and prove consistency of
the FPE based lag selection in the presence of heteroskedasticity.
More importantly, we derive the probabilities of incorrect lag selection for
the nonparametric FPE criteria. Based on these calculated probabilities, which
are new to this research area, we conclude that over®tting is more likely than
under®tting. Here over®tting occurs if one chooses super¯uous lags in addition
to the correct ones, while missing correct lags is called under®tting.
Consequently, we suggest a correction of the nonparametric FPE to reduce
over®tting and hence increase correct ®tting. Unlike the correction of Vieu
(1994), ours incorporates asymptotic analysis. It is also found to substantially
increase correct ®tting in our simulation experiments.
Such calculations of over- and under®tting probabilities cannot be simply
duplicated for cross-validation. One should also note that in some crude sense
the general FPE as de®ned in (2.2) is `equivalent' to the cross-validation, i.e.
their difference is of higher order (Cheng and Tong, 1992). In the same way,
they are both `equivalent' to the data-driven asymptotic FPE de®ned in (3.4).
These higher order terms are no longer negligible for the probability
calculations. This is why we prefer the data-driven asymptotic FPE to the
cross-validation. A second reason is that the plug-in method can be easily
applied to the asymptotic FPE and gives a better rate of convergence than the
cross-validation method. For such comparisons in density estimation see Jones
et al. (1996). Therefore, we doubt cross-validation criteria can perform
numerically as well as our asymptotic FPE criteria.
The other authors used exclusively the Nadaraya-Watson estimator for their
lag selection procedures. However, the Nadaraya-Watson estimator has a poor
bias rate if the density of the lagged variable is not suf®ciently smooth,
especially with nonlinear processes. In contrast, the local linear estimator only
needs continuity of the density to have the optimal convergence rate (see, for
example, Fan and Gijbels (1996), Ruppert and Wand (1994), Wand and Jones
(1995), and HaÈrdle et al. (1998)). This phenomenon is con®rmed in our
simulation study. Therefore our procedures include both types of estimators.
Another contribution of this paper, based on recent results of HaÈrdle et al.
(1998), is a closed formula of the optimal bandwidth used in the nonparametric
FPE criteria. This allows one to use the plug-in bandwidth of Yang and
Tschernig (1999) for the local linear FPE. Previously, the bandwidth was
always obtained by minimizing the criteria over a pre-speci®ed grid where only
Vieu (1994) showed the optimality of the grid search procedure. In any case,
the plug-in bandwidth requires much less computing than the grid search, and
the performance is at least as good, as shown in our simulation study.
Our Monte-Carlo study is the ®rst major investigation into the performance
of nonparametric lag selection criteria. We compare our newly suggested
methods and existing ones for a wide range of processes. Overall, we ®nd our
procedures to perform better than their competitors. Finally, we apply our
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methods to the Canadian lynx data and the daily returns of DM/US-$ exchange
rates. For the latter we also suggest a way to select lags of the conditional
volatility function.
We want to mention that for additive nonlinear autoregressive models, a
subclass of the nonlinear autoregressive models considered in this paper, other
nonparametric lag selection methods were suggested by Chen and Tsay (1993).
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the asymptotic formula
for the nonparametric FPE as a function of the bandwidth, and the formula of
the optimal bandwidth which minimizes the FPE. Section 3 investigates the
consistency of the criterion. In Section 4 we derive results on the probabilities
of over- and under®tting and introduce the correction factor. The practical
implementation of the nonparametric FPE estimators including a plug-in
bandwidth is discussed in Section 5. Section 6 consists of a comprehensive
report of our Monte-Carlo study. The analysis of the two real data sets is
contained in Section 7. Section 8 concludes, while all technical proofs are in
the Appendix. An examination of our proofs shows that the procedures
developed here can be easily adapted to various regression settings, including
those with exogenous variables.

2.

THE NONPARAMETRIC FPE

Suppose one has a conditional heteroskedastic autoregressive time series fY t g t>0
Y t  f (X t )  ó (X t )î t

(2:1)

where X t  (Y tÿi1 , Y tÿi2 , . . ., Y tÿi m ) T is the vector of all correct lagged values,
i1 ,    , i m , and î t are i.i.d random variables with E(î t )  0, E(î2t )  1,
t  i m , i m  1, . . .. Here we assume that all lags i1 , . . ., i m are needed for
modelling f (:) but not necessarily for ó (:). The case in which ó (:) depends on
lags not contained in f (:) is beyond this paper. Previous works on nonparametric
lag selection based on cross-validation assumed homoskedasticity, i.e.
ó (X t )  ó (Cheng and Tong, 1992; Yao and Tong, 1994; Vieu, 1994). We
prefer the more general model (2.1) since ®nancial and many other time series
exhibit heteroskedasticity.
With regard to the process (2.1) we assume the following:
(A1) For some integer M > i m, the vector process X M, t  (Y tÿ1 , . . ., Y tÿ M ) T
is strictly stationary and â-mixing with â(n) < c0 nÿ(2ä)=ä for some ä . 0,
c0 . 0. Here
â(n)  E supfjP(AjF

k
M)

ÿ P(A)j : A 2 F

1
n k g

where F t9t is the ó-algebra generated by X M,t, X M, t1 , . . ., X M, t9 .
(A2) The stationary distribution of the process X M, t has a density ì M (x M ),
x M 2 R M , which is continuous. Henceforth, we use ì(:) to denote both ì M (:)
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and all of its marginal densities. If the Nadaraya-Watson estimator is used,
ì M (:) has to be continuously differentiable.
(A3) The function f (:) is twice continuously differentiable while ó (:) is
continuous and positive on the support of ì(:).
(A4) The fî t g t>i m have a ®nite fourth moment m4 .
For conditions that guarantee (A1) and (A2) see Tweedie (1975), Nummelin
and Tuominen (1982), Ango Nze (1992), Diebolt and GueÂgan (1993), and
Doukhan (1994). Using e.g. Theorem 7 and Remarks 7 in Doukhan (1994, p.
102, 103), it is straightforward to verify that all processes except NLAR4
presented in our Monte-Carlo study in Section 6 satisfy these assumptions.
The nonparametric FPE was introduced by Auestad and Tjùstheim (1990)
and Tjùstheim and Auestad (1994). Let f Y~ t g be another series with exactly the
same distribution as fY t g but independent of fY t g. We de®ne the FPE of an
estimate f^ of f as the following functional
~ t )g2 w( X
~ M, t )]
FPE( f^)  E[f Y~ t ÿ f^( X

(2:2)
where the expectation is taken over all the variables: Y0 , Y1 , . . ., Y n , Y~0 ,
Y~1 , . . ., Y~ t , . . .
For the weight function w : R M ! R we assume:
(A5) The support of w is compact with nonempty interior. The function w is
continuous, nonnegative, and ì(x M ) . 0 for x M 2 supp(w).
Because we use a single weight function de®ned for the largest lag vector
X M, t , we can treat both bounded and unbounded time series. All the other
authors were able to obtain consistency results only for bounded time series
except Vieu (1994), whose weight function was a special case of ours.
The FPE measures the discrepancy between f^ and the true functional relation
~ t . If the process fY t g is a stationary linear AR process, f^ a linear
of Y~ t to X
regressor, the FPE de®ned in (2.2) becomes the usual linear FPE introduced by
Akaike (1969, 1971). If the process fY t g is a stationary nonlinear AR process
and f^ some nonparametric estimator, we have the nonparametric FPE.
Under assumptions (A1) to (A5), it is unnecessary to generate the process f Y~ t g
to compute the FPE. Denote Y  (Y i m , Y i m 1 , . . ., Y n ) T . For any x 2 R m, write
f^2 (x)  e T (Z2T W Z2 )ÿ1 Z2T W Y

f^1 (x)  (Z1T W Z1 )ÿ1 Z1T W Y,
in which
T
Z1  (1    1)13(
nÿi m 1) ,

e  (1, 013 m ) T ,


Z2 

1
X im ÿ x




1
Xn ÿ x

T

,

n
W  diagfK h (X i ÿ x)=(n ÿ i m  1)g ii
m

where
(A6) K : R1 ! R1 is a symmetric probability density (kernel) and h  h n is
a positive number (bandwidth) with h ! 0, nh m ! 1 as n ! 1.
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K(u)u 2 du. For x 2 R m, write

m
Y

K(x j =h):

j1

The f^1 (x) and f^2 (x) are the Nadaraya-Watson and local linear estimates of
f (x), which are solutions to locally constant or locally linear least squares
problems with kernel weights respectively. The estimation bias of f^a (x) is
ra (x)ó 2K h2 =2 where
r1 (x)  Trf=2 f (x)g  2= T ì(x)= f (x)=ì(x),

r2 (x)  Trf=2 f (x)g:

The kernel function K matters little here, so f^1 (x) and f^2 (x) depend primarily on
h, and so do the FPEs. We therefore write for a  1, 2
FPE a (h)  FPE( f^a ):
They have the following asymptotic expansions.
Theorem 2.1. Under assumptions (A1)±(A6), for a  1, 2, as n ! 1
FPE a (h)  AFPE a (h)  ofh4  (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 hÿ m g,
in which the Asymptotic FPE's are
AFPE a (h)  A  b(h)B  c(h)C a

(2:3)

where
A  ó 2 (x)w(x M )ì(x M )dx M ,
B  ó 2 (x)w(x M )ì(x M )=ì(x)dx M ,

(2:4)

C a  r2a (x)w(x M )ì(x M )dx M ,
and where
b(h)  kKk22 m (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 hÿ m ,

c(h)  ó 4K h4 =4:

A closer analysis of the FPE is possible by using AFPE. The term A
represents the ®nal prediction error for the true function f. The terms b(h)B
and c(h)C a are the expected variance and squared bias of the estimator. As
n ! 1, both the FPE and AFPE tend to A as both b(h)B and c(h)C a tend to
zero. Solving a variance-bias trade-off between b(h)B and c(h)C a one obtains
# Blackwell Publishers Ltd 2000
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Corollary 2.1. Under assumptions (A1)±(A6) and the additional assumption that 0 , C a , 1, a  1, 2, the AFPE's are minimized by the optimal
bandwidth
ÿ4 1=( m4)
h a,opt  fmkKk22 m B(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 C ÿ1
a óK g

(2:5)

and the minimum AFPE is
AFPE a,opt  A
 (mÿ m=( m4)  14 m4=( m4) )fkKk82 m B4 (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ4 C am ó 4Km g1=( m4) : (2:6)
The closed form of the optimal bandwidth (2.5) is necessary to obtain a
plug-in estimate for h a,opt. For details, see Section 5.
Note 2.1 If C a  0, the trade-off fails. In that case, one would prefer a large
bandwidth or heuristically, one has h  1. This happens if one uses the local
linear estimator for linear processes, in which case =2 f (x)  0 implies C2  0.
Then the local linear estimator does not have a bias of order h2.
Note 2.2 If C a  1, the trade-off also fails. This occurs, for example, if
one uses the Nadaraya-Watson estimator for processes which violates the
smoothness condition for ì(x) in assumption (A2) (i.e. =ì(x) does not exist at
some points), in which case C1  1 (See the simulation example NLAR4 in
Section 6).
Based on these discussions, we need a seventh assumption:
(A7) For a  1, 2, the C a 's de®ned in (2.4) are positive and ®nite.
The expression for the Asymptotic FPE's (2.3) contains the unknown
quantities A, B and C a . In the next section we present a data-driven version of
AFPE by introducing estimators of these quantities. We then study the behavior
of the data-driven AFPE when one uses a set of lags different from those in
X t . After showing consistency of the AFPE based lag selection rule, we present
in Section 4 results on the probabilities of selecting incorrect lag vectors. Based
on these results we suggest a correction for the AFPE.

3.

THE CONSISTENCY

For estimating the Asymptotic FPE's obtained in the previous section, the
following estimates of A and B are needed
n
X
^ a  (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1
A
fY i ÿ f^a (X i )g2 w(X M,i )
(3:1)
ii m
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(3:2)

ii m

in which the estimators f^a use bandwidths of the same order (n ÿ
i m  1)ÿ1=( m4) as the optimal h a,opt , and ^
ì(X i ) is a kernel estimator of the
density. As A is the dominant term in the AFPE expression, we look at the
^ a , which estimates the FPE for the true function f.
asymptotics of A
Theorem 3.1. Under assumptions (A1)±(A7), for a  1, 2, as n ! 1
^ a  A  fkKk2 m ÿ 2K(0) m g(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 hÿ m B  C a ó 4 h4 =4
A
K
2
 ofh4  (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 hÿ m g  O p f(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1=2 g:

(3:3)

ÿ1=( m4)
, the nonparametric
Note here that with bandwidth h of the form
p cn
^
estimate A a converges to A at the parametric n rate if m < 4, in which case
the second and third term will be Of(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1=2 g.
Inserting (3.3) into (2.3), we obtain the following estimated FPE (for
a  1, 2)

^ a  2K(0) m (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 hÿ m B
^
AFPE a  A
a,opt a

(3:4)

^ a is evaluated using the optimal bandwidth h a,opt , while B
^ a using any
in which A
bandwidth of order (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1=( m4). Note that AFPEa differs from
AFPE a (h) since the former contains estimates for A and B using speci®ed
bandwidths. The FPE estimator (3.4) resembles in its structure traditional model
selection criteria like the AIC or Schwarz criterion. The ®rst term corresponds to
the estimated mean squared error, while the second term serves as a penalty term
^ a alone.
to avoid noise ®tting which would result by simply using A
Now one computes an AFPE value according to (3.4) for every subset
fi91 , . . ., i9m9 g of f1, . . ., Mg and denotes the result by AFPE9a to distinguish it
from the unique AFPE a based on the correct lag set fi1 , . . ., i m g. We propose
the following
Lag Selection Rule I: Select the subset f^i1 , . . ., ^i m^ g with the smallest
AFPE91 (or AFPE92 ).
Theorem 3.2. Under assumptions (A1)±(A7) and (A8) in the Appendix, Lag
Selection Rule I consistently selects the correct set of lags, i.e. if ^i1 , . . ., ^i m^ are
the selected lags, then as n ! 1
^  m, ^i s  i s , s  1, 2, . . ., m] ! 1:
P[ m
Hence the probability of Selection Rule I failing to completely identify the
correct model diminishes with larger sample size. Previous results on
# Blackwell Publishers Ltd 2000
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consistency were only obtained for processes with homoskedastic errors using
cross-validation (Vieu, 1994; Yao and Tong, 1994).
In what follows, we investigate what happens to the AFPE if the model one
uses in formula (3.4) is incorrect, and derive Theorem 3.2 as a corollary. We
distinguish two cases where X 9, an arbitrary vector of lags, is different from X.
Definition 3.1. A lag vector under®ts if it does not include all correct lags.
A lag vector over®ts if it contains all correct lags plus some extra ones.
Note that by this de®nition, a lag vector may under®t even when it contains
more lags than the correct lag vector.
For an over®tting model, we denote the lag vector X 9t  (Y tÿi91 ,
Y tÿi92 , . . ., Y tÿi9m l ) T with i91 ,    , i9m l and fi1 , . . ., i m g  fi91 , . . ., i9m l g. We
de®ne
r91 (x9)  Trf=2 f (x9)g  2= T ì(x9)= f (x9)=ì(x9),

r92 (x9)  r2 (x)

where f (x9) denotes the function f (x) regarded as a function of the larger vector
variable x9. One has the following result similar to Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 3.3. Under assumptions (A1)±(A7)
AFPE9a  A  b(h9a,opt )B9  c(h9a,opt )C9a

(3:5)

B9  ó 2 (x)w(x M )ì(x M )=ì(x9) dx M ,

(3:6)

C9a  r9a (x9)2 w(x M )ì(x M ) dx M ,

(3:7)

where

m l)
(n ÿ i9m l  1)ÿ1 (h9a,opt )ÿ( m l) ,
b(h9a,opt )  kKk2(
2

c(h9a,opt )  ó 4K h9a,opt =4,
and the optimal bandwidth is
ÿ1
m l)
1=( m l4)
B9(n ÿ i9m l  1)ÿ1 C 9a ó ÿ4
:
h9a,opt  f(m  l)kKk2(
K g
2

Corollary 3.1. In the setting of Theorem 3.3,
AFPE9a,opt  A  [(m  l)ÿ( m l)=( m l4)  14(m  l)4=( m l4) ]
( m l) 4( m l) 1=( m l4)
m l)
B94 (n ÿ i9m l  1)ÿ4 C 9a
óK
g
fkKk8(
2

and as n ! 1
P

(AFPE9a ÿ A)=(AFPE a ÿ A) ! 1:
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Thus, the over®tting AFPE9a is larger than the AFPEa because its
in®nitesimal part dies out more slowly than that of the AFPE a : nÿ1=( m l4)
versus nÿ1=( m4) .
For under®tting, we only consider the case of a proper subvector of the true
lag vector for notational simplicity. We need another assumption (A8) (see in
the Appendix before Theorem A.2) which rules out the possibility that the
restriction of f to the support of w reduces to a function of fewer variables.
This can always be ful®lled by carefully choosing the support of the weight
function. Let X 9t  (Y tÿi91 , . . ., Y tÿi9m9 ) T be any subvector of X t (0 , m9 , m).
Theorem 3.4. Under assumptions (A1)±(A8) there exists a constant C9 . 0
(depending on i91 , . . ., i9m9 ) such that
2
AFPE9a ÿ AFPE a  C9  O p (h9a,opt ):

Now in probability, AFPE9a is greater than AFPE a by a positive constant C9
de®ned in (A.5) which is the weighted squared projection error of the submodel
based on X 9.
The consistency result of Theorem 3.2 is a corollary of Theorems 3.3 and
3.4 as any misspeci®ed model is proved to have a larger AFPE9a than the true
model, so asymptotically Lag Selection Rule I chooses the true model.
4.

OVER- VERSUS UNDERFITTING

While the consistency result justi®es the use of Lag Selection Rule I, it does not
quantify the probabilities of selecting incorrect lags. Our analysis of the
over®tting and under®tting probabilities provides new insights into the
quantitative aspects of the selection procedures. Such analysis could be more
dif®cult using cross-validation as mentioned in the introduction.
For the probability of over®tting we obtain
Theorem 4.1. In the setting of Theorem 3.3, there exists a constant c9a . 0
D
and a random variable æ9a ! N (0, 1) such that,
P[AFPE9a , AFPE a ]  P[æ9a . (n ÿ i m  1)( m l)=(2 m2 l8) c9a f1  o(1)g]:
In contrast, the probability of under®tting is given by
Theorem 4.2. In the setting of Theorem 3.4, there exists a random variable
D
æ9 ! N (0, 1) such that, for c9  C9=Ó91=2 . 0, where C9 and Ó9 are de®ned in
(A.5) and (A.6), as n ! 1
P[AFPE9a , AFPE a ]  P[æ9 . (n ÿ i9m9  1)1=2 c9f1  o(1)g]:
Note 4.1. If heuristically, one assumes that the æ9a , a  1, 2 were exactly instead
of asymptotically N (0, 1), then the over®tting probability in Theorem 4.1 would
# Blackwell Publishers Ltd 2000
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be p1
ÿ Ö((n ÿ i m  1)( m l)=2 m2 l8) c9a f1  o(1)g) where we denote by Ö(x) 
x
1= 2ð ÿ1 exp(ÿt 2 =2) dt the cumulative distribution function of the standard
normal distribution. Similarly, if æ9 were exactly N (0, 1), the under®tting
probability in Theorem 4.2 would be 1 ÿ Ö((n ÿ i9m9  1)1=2 c9f1  o(1)gg. One
may expect these to be asymptotically true when certain regularity conditions are
met.
Note 4.2. All the probabilistic tools for handling large deviations that we are
aware of, e.g., those contained in Saulis and StatulevicÏius (1991), require the
value of interest to be of order no more than n1=6 , which is never ful®lled in
our results except for P[æ9a .(n ÿ i m  1)( m l)=(2 m2 l8) c9a f1  o(1)g] with
m  l  1. This is why we had been unable to prove the heuristics in Note 4.1.
Note 4.3. It is known that 1 ÿ Ö(x) goes to zero faster if x goes to 1
faster. Note 4.1 therefore suggests that the probabilities of over®tting go to zero
slower than those of under®tting as
1=2 .(m  l)=(2m  2l  8):
Hence to increase correct ®tting one can be more effective by reducing over®tting
than under®tting. This consideration is suported by the fact that the AFPE a of an
over®tting model is asymptotically smaller than that of an under®tting model,
see Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. It is also validated by our simulation, see Section 6.
So to increase correct ®tting, one should further penalize over®tting. We
de®ne a corrected AFPE as
ÿ4=( m4)
^ a  2K(0) m (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 hÿ m B
^
g,
CAFPE a  f A
a,opt a gf1  m(n ÿ i m  1)

(4:1)
which gets larger for models with more lags at a faster rate than AFPE a . One
then has
Lag Selection Rule II: Select the subset f^i1 , . . ., ^i m^ g with the smallest
CAFPE91 (or CAFPE92 ).
Notice that the extra term m(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ4=( m4) in the correction has the
m
4
same order as (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 hÿ
a,opt and h a,opt . Thus the asymptotics of CAFPEa
and AFPEa have the same order, only different ratios. This entails
Theorem 4.3. Under assumptions (A1)±(A8), let ^i1 , . . ., ^i m^ be the lags
selected according to the Lag Selection Rule II, then as n ! 1
^  m, ^i s  i s , s  1, 2, . . ., m] ! 1:
P[ m
Another interesting issue is what happens when one selects lags out of
f1, 2, . . ., M9g where M9 , i m . This becomes relevant when one deals, for
# Blackwell Publishers Ltd 2000
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example, with ®nite moving average processes which invert into in®nite
autoregressive processes. In this case one always under®ts, and ideally one
should select the model that under®ts the least, in other words, all the i j 's
( j  1, . . ., m) that are in f1, 2, . . ., M9g and no more. This is the case.
Theorem 4.4. Let i91 , . . ., i9m9 be all the i j 's ( j  1, . . ., m) that are in
f1, 2, . . ., M9g. Under assumptions (A1)±(A8), let ^i1 , . . ., ^i m^ be the lags
selected according to the Lag Selection Rule I or II from among 1, 2, . . ., M9,
then as n ! 1
^  m9, ^i s  i9s , s  1, 2, . . ., m9] ! 1:
P[ m

5.

IMPLEMENTING THE FPE ESTIMATORS

Computing the (C)AFPE's in (3.4) and (4.1) requires suitable kernel and
bandwidth choices in (3.1) and (3.2). With respect to the former we decide to
^ a of (3.2) we apply
ì(:) in B
use the Gaussian kernel. For computing f^a (:) and ^
the bandwidth
p
c t )f4=kg1=( k2) nÿ1=( k2)
h S (k)  var(Y
(5:1)
with k  m  2 and additionally the leave-one-out method.
To estimate the optimal bandwidth h a,opt given by (2.5) which is used for
^ we apply either a grid search procedure or a plug-in method. We
computing A
conduct the grid search over the interval [0:2h S , 2h S ] in 24 steps where h S is
given in (5.1). If the minimum occurs at the upper bound of the grid, the grid
is extended by 16 additional steps of the previous step size. The (C)AFPEs
calculated according to (3.4) and (4.1) with a grid search bandwidth are
denoted by AFPE a, CAFPE a , a  1, 2, respectively.
All existing studies have used a grid search procedure since it does not require
the estimation of C a in (2.5). Building on recent results by Yang and Tschernig
(1999) we use a partial local quadratic estimator with bandwidth h C 
2h S (m  4) to estimate C2 in (2.4) and thus to compute a plug-in bandwidth
^h a,opt for the local linear estimator. Under additional smoothness assumptions,
this plug-in bandwidth ^h a,opt is optimal according to Yang and Tschernig (1999),
i.e. ^h a,opt  h a,opt f1  O p (nÿ2=( m6) )g, thus using ^h a,opt instead of h a,opt for the
AFPE does not affect the asymptotics. We denote the CAFPE calculated
according to (4.1) with a plug-in bandwidth by CAFPE2a. The estimation of the
plug-in bandwidth for the local constant estimator is more complicated since the
`bias term' C1 in (2.4) also involves the ®rst derivatives of the density. It is
therefore omitted. The weight function w(X M,i ) in (3.1) and (3.2) is the indicator
function on the range of the observed data.
We implement two additional features of Tjùstheim and Auestad (1994) for
robusti®cation. For ^
ì(x) in (3.2) we always use
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^ (x)  (n ÿ i m  i1  1)ÿ1
ì

ni1
X
ii m

K h (X i ÿ x)

where the vectors X i , i  n  1, . . ., n  i1 are all available from the
observations Y t , t  0, 1, . . ., n. For example, X ni1 is given by
(Y n , . . ., Y ni i ÿi m ) T . Furthermore, 5% of those observations whose density
^ (:) are the lowest, are screened off. With these speci®cations, the AFPE1
values ì
is exactly the same as in Tjùstheim and Auestad (1994).
We are now in the position to compute all CAFPE criteria. As a full search
through all possible lag combinations will in general be computationally too
costly, a directed search procedure is used instead as suggested by Tjùstheim
and Auestad (1994): add lags as long as they reduce the selection criterion, and
choose the lags with respect to their contribution to this reduction.
6.

MONTE-CARLO STUDY

We investigate and compare the ®nite sample properties of the AFPE1 , CAFPE1 ,
CAFPE2 , and CAFPE2a criteria and four linear criteria by means of Monte-Carlo
analysis.
6.1. Setup
We analyse three linear and four nonlinear data generating processes (DGP) with
100 observations each. The number of observations was chosen to be small so
that the conditions are unfavorable to nonparametric analysis.
Linear AR processes are studied mainly for two reasons. First of all, one has
to check the practical relevance of Note 2.1 which states that the local linear
(C)AFPE2 do not obey Theorems 3.2 and 4.3 if the true DGP is linear. As a
consequence one may expect the local constant AFPE1 and CAFPE1 to be
superior in this situation. Second, we want to evaluate the costs of extending
the function class beyond linear functions if the true DGP is indeed linear.
All linear AR processes
Y t  ö i1 Y tÿi1  ö i2 Y tÿi2  0:1î t ,

î t  i:i:d: N (0, 1)

are of order 2 or 10 and parameterized as follows:
AR1 ö1  0:5

ö2  0:4,

AR2 ö1  ÿ0:5

ö2  0:4

AR3 ö6  ÿ0:5

ö10  0:5:

These linear processes differ with respect to their behavior in the frequency
domain, their proximity to nonstationarity and their lag vector. With respect to
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the latter properties, only the third AR process AR3 is close to the border of
nonstationarity and includes lag six and ten. We also chose the AR3 process
since Tjùstheim and Auestad (1994) used it to illustrate their AFPE1 criterion.
The nonlinear processes were chosen as follows:
NLAR1. Additive nonlinear AR(2) model
Y t  ÿ0:4(3 ÿ Y 2tÿ1 )=(1  Y 2tÿ1 )
 0:6f3 ÿ (Y tÿ2 ÿ 0:5)3 g=f1  (Y tÿ2 ÿ 0:5)4 g  0:1î t ,
î t  i:i:d:N (0, 1),
NLAR2. Additive nonlinear AR process (exponential autoregression)
Y t  f0:4 ÿ 2 exp(ÿ50Y 2tÿ6 )gY tÿ6  f0:5 ÿ 0:5 exp(ÿ50Y 2tÿ10 )gY tÿ10  0:1î t ,
î t  i:i:d:N (0, 1),
NLAR3. Additive nonlinear AR process (exponential autoregression with sine
and cosine terms)
Y t  (0:4 ÿ 2 cos(40Y tÿ6 ) exp(ÿ30Y 2tÿ6 ))Y tÿ6
 (0:55 ÿ 0:55 sin(40Y tÿ10 ) exp(ÿ10Y 2tÿ10 ))Y tÿ10  0:1î t ,
î t  i:i:d:N (0, 1),
NLAR4 Fully nonlinear AR(2) model
Y t  0:9=(1  Y 2tÿ1  Y 2tÿ2 ) ÿ 0:7  0:1î t ,

î t  i:i:d: triangular errors:

These processes differ in the shape of the conditional mean function, the
error distribution and the lag vector. The processes NLAR1 to NLAR3 are all
generated from nonlinear additive mean functions which are shown in Figure 1.
Each plot also exhibits the domain of one realization of the time series. Their
inspection shows that the nonlinearities are in action. The functional shape of
the fully nonlinear conditional mean of the NLAR4 process is shown in Figure
2. This process is also driven by a triangular error density that violates the
smoothness assumption (A2) in order to investigate the practical relevance of
Note 2.2 for the local constant (C)AFPE1 . The triangular density is given by


1
jxj
p :
p


1
ÿ
p(x) 
6 6 fjxj< 6g
It has variance 1 and is not differentiable at 0.
We consider four linear criteria and four versions of the nonparametric FPE
criteria. The linear criteria are the FPE, AIC, Schwarz criterion and HannanQuinn criterion, abbreviated by ARFPE, ARAIC, ARSC and ARHQ. See e.g.
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Figure 1. Additive nonlinear functions used in the Monte-Carlo experiments. The stars indicate
one realization of the empirical distribution of 100 observations: (a) lag 1 in the NLAR1 process;
(b) lag 2 in the NLAR1 process; (c) lag 6 in the NLAR2 process; (d) lag 10 in the NLAR2
process; (e) lag 6 in the NLAR3 process; (f) lag 10 in the NLAR3 process

LuÈtkephol (1991, Ch. 4.3) for details. The nonparametric FPE criteria include:
AFPE1 , CAFPE1 , CAFPE2 and CAFPE2a .
In all cases the number of lags m is always smaller than 7 and the largest
lag M to be considered is 15. For every experiment 100 replications are
conducted with the same random numbers for each experiment. All procedures
were programmed in UNIX GAUSS 3.2.7 and run on Sun workstations.
6.2. Results
The results of the Monte-Carlo experiments are shown in Figures 3 and 4 for the
linear and nonlinear processes, respectively. Following De®nition 3.1 they show
# Blackwell Publishers Ltd 2000
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Figure 2. Regression function of the NLAR4 process

for each investigated process the empirical frequencies of the eight criteria to
under®t, correctly ®t and over®t the true model.
Linear AR Processes
Figure 3 shows that the nonparametric criteria do not in general perform
worse than linear ones for the linear DGPs. The best linear criterion ARSC and
the best nonlinear criterion CAFPE1 always cover rank one or two in terms of
the correct selections. Except for the AFPE1 , all nonlinear criteria perform
better than the linear FPE or AIC. As the results for AR3 show, it can even
happen that a nonlinear criterion performs best. The Nadaraya-Watson based
CAFPE1 has 30% more correction selections than the linear Schwarz criterion
ranked second. On the other hand, for the processes AR1 and AR2 the
nonlinear CAFPE1 exhibits up to 20% fewer correct selections than the
Schwarz criterion. Thus, extending the model class to nonlinear functions and
using nonparametric lag selection criteria may not be too costly even for linear
DGPs. They may, however, have a higher under®tting probability than the linear
criteria while the latter have a strong tendency for over®tting.
The implication of Note 2.1 that the local linear CAFPE may fail for linear
DGPs is practically relevant. The best nonparametric criterion is indeed the
local constant CAFPE1 . It also has a much smaller over®tting probability than
the CAFPE2 and CAFPE2a criteria. This is a direct consequence of the nonexisting ®nite optimal bandwidth for the latter criteria in the present case.
Note also that the correction factor suggested in Section 4 has substantially
increased the probability of correct selection by comparing CAFPE1 to the
AFPE1 of Tjùstheim and Auestad (1994). It reduces the probability of
over®tting although under®tting becomes more likely.
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Figure 3. Empirical frequencies of under®tting, correct ®tting and over®tting for linear AR models
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Figure 4. Empirical frequencies of under®tting, correct ®tting and over®tting for nonlinear AR models
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Nonlinear AR Processes
In the presence of nonlinear DGPs some of these results may change
drastically. Figure 4 shows that it may happen that all linear criteria fail as the
results for the processes NLAR1 and NLAR2 indicate. On the other hand, it
also may happen that the linear criteria perform as well as the nonliner ones
like for the NLAR4 process. In any case, comparing again the best linear and
best nonlinear criterion in terms of correct ®tting, they do no longer always
rank one or two.
In constrast to the case of linear DGPs the CAFPE2 , CAFPE2a criteria
generally perform at least as good as or better than those based on the local
constant estimator. The only exception is the NLAR3 process. A possible
explanation for this is that the strong nonlinearity of its functional shape
(Figure 1e and 1f) cannot be distinguished from noise due to the small number
of 100 observations. Therefore, the procedure tries to ®t linear models for
which Note 2.1 applies.
Recall from Note 2.2 that in the situation of a nonsmooth density, C1  1,
the local constant criteria (C)AFPE1 do not obey Theorem 3.2 and Theorem
4.3. In such a case one might prefer to use CAFPE2 , CAFPE2a as corroborated
by the results for the NLAR4 process. There, CAFPE2 and CAFPE2a do better
than CAFPE1 .
For nonlinear DGPs the correction factor either changes little or improves the
probability of correct selection. This can be seen by comparing the AFPE1 and
the CAFPE1 in Figure 4. Note also that correct selection is higher for additive
models NLAR1 through NLAR3 than for the non-additive NLAR4. It seems
that detecting the right lag set becomes easier with simpler model structures, as
one would expect. Finally, one observes that for the complex nonlinear
processes we selected, overall the correct selection frequencies are quite high
based on only 100 observations.
All Processes
Using the plug-in bandwidth in (2.5) leads to at least as many correct
selections as using the grid search bandwidth. This can be seen by comparing
CAFPE2 and CAFPE2a in Figures 3 and 4. This allows to save a very large
amount of computing time. Furthermore, the correction factor should always be
used.
Evaluating the results for all processes, it seems that the Nadaraya-Watson
based CAFPE1 criterion has slight advantages over the local linear CAFPE2a
criterion in terms of correct ®tting since the former is less sensitive to linearity
in the DGP. However, the CAFPE1 has the drawback of having a higher
under®tting probability, while the risk of using the CAFPE2a consists mainly in
over®tting.
From these results we suggest the following procedure for empirical work.
Using the CAFPE2a criterion seems best for reducing the initial set of potential
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lags to a smaller set which is likely to include the correct lags. Eliminating
possible irrelevant lags has then to be done by investigating the properties of
the submodels of the proposed model and their residuals. One should also
employ the Nadaraya-Watson based CAFPE1 , which, due to its tendency to
under®t, might give a different set of lags. Two examples of this procedure are
presented in the next section.
7.

EMPIRICAL EXAMPLES

We now apply our proposed methods to the Canadian lynx data and daily returns
of the DM/US-$ exchange rate from January 2, 1980 to October 30, 1992. These
data sets differ in their number of observations and structure.
The lynx data set consists of 114 observations which roughly corresponds to
the number of observations in the Monte-Carlo study. We use the estimation
setup of Section 5 and logs with base 10 were taken of the original data. We
follow the suggested procedure of the last section and use only the CAFPE1
and the CAFPE2a criteria and for reasons of comparison, the linear Schwarz
criterion ARSC.
Table 1 summarizes the results for the lynx data. Except for the CAFPE1
criterion all criteria include lag 1 and 2 in their selection. However, there is no
agreement on additional lags. Only the CAFPE2a additionally suggests lags 3
and 4. Recalling the results of the previous section, these lags for the CAFPE2a
may be due to over®tting. To decide whether the more parsimonious model is
suf®cient, we investigated the residuals of all suggested models using the
bandwidths of Table 1 and conclude that lags 1 and 2 are suf®cient. A plot of
the estimated regression function on a relevant grid is shown in Figure 5. We
dismiss the model with lag 1 and 3 since its residuals exhibit more remaining
autocorrelation than the competing model. Tjùstheim and Auestad (1994) found

TABLE I
Nonparametric Lag Selection for Lynx Data
Estimation
method

Max.
# lags

Selected
lags

Crit.
value

^h a,opt

ARSC
CAFPE1
CAFPE2a

6
6
6
3
2

1,2
1,3
1,2,3,4
1,2,3
1,2

ÿ2.828
0.0780
0.0433
0.0448
0.0471

0.241
0.353
0.347
0.331

Notes: The highest lag considered is 15. The second column
displays the maximal number of lags to be allowed in the speci®c
model. The last three rows contain the vector of selected lags, the
corresponding selection criterion value and the underlying bandwidth.
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Figure 5. Regression function for the log lynx data obtained with the local linear estimator

lags 1 and 3 using AFPE1 while Yao and Tong (1994) found lags 1, 3 and 6
using cross-validation.
Applying our methods to daily exchange rate data poses a different
challenge. While there are plenty of data (3212 observations), this bene®t is
compromised as the data is known to be highly dependent (although only
weakly correlated) and therefore asymptotics kick in very slowly.
By applying the CAFPE2a criterion and conducting a full search up to lag 6
we ®nd lags 1, 3 and 4 with h2,opt  0:0056. Using lags 1 and 3 the
autocorrelation function of the estimated residuals in Figure 6a does not
indicate any remaining autocorrelation. This ®gure also contains the
corresponding autocorrelations of the original data and a 95% con®dence
interval for white noise. Figure 6b contains a plot of the estimated conditional
mean function on an appropriate grid of the data. It is consistent with the
general ®nding that for this data set f (x) is very close to zero. Note that the
steep increase in one corner is likely to be caused by boundary effects. We
therefore assume in the following that f (x) is zero. This is also the result of
the lag selection using the Schwarz criterion.
To conduct an explicit lag selection for the conditional volatility function
ó 2 (x) we square the model (2.1) with f (x)  0. This gives
Y 2t  ó 2 (X t )  ó 2 (X t )(î2t ÿ 1)

(7:1)

which can be estimated with the tools developed in this paper by simply
replacing the dependent variable Y t by its squares. Using the CAFPE2a criterion
we obtain lag 1, 3 and 6 with a bandwidth estimate of 0.0051. Choosing lags 1
and 3 and investigating the autocorrelations of the residuals of (7.1) and of the
squared observations in Figure 6c indicates that most of the conditional
heteroskedasticity has been removed.
Figure 6d shows the standard deviation function on the relevant grid using
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Figure 6. Local linear estimates for daily DM/US-Dollar series: (a) ACF of estimated residuals
(solid line) and of observations (dashed line); (b) regression function; (c) ACF of squared estimated
residuals (solid line) and of squared observations (dashed line); (d) conditional standard deviation

the bandwidth 0.0080. Its plot appears to be asymmetric and highly nonlinear.
It also suggests that the conditional volatility increases sharply if the previous
observations are large in absolute value and of opposite sign. Further
investigation of this feature can be modelled within the context of parametric
ARCH models as in Engle (1982), or the nonparametric additive/multiplicative
CHARN models as in Yang, HaÈrdle and Nielsen (1999) where lags
recommended by our analysis were used.
8.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we looked closely at the nonparametric FPE using either the local
constant estimates of Tjùstheim and Auestad (1994) or local linear estimates.
Under very general conditions we derived consistency and probabilities for
under®tting as well as over®tting. Based on these results we proposed a
correction factor to increase correct ®tting. The new criteria were compared to
existing ones in a large Monte-Carlo study including linear and nonlinear DGPs.
It was found that including the correction factor leads to considerable
improvement in the number of correct selections, especially for linear DGPs.
The nonparametric FPE criteria can select the correct lags for nonlinear
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processes while linear criteria may fail completely. Also for linear processes,
the corrected nonparametric FPE based on the Nadaraya-Watson estimator
always ranked at least second. The criteria based on the local linear estimator
perform somewhat worse for linear processes due to the lack of an estimation
bias of a proper order. For nonlinear processes, however, the local linear
criteria seem to be the best. Our plug-in estimation of the optimal bandwidth
performs as well as the grid search method and saves substantial computation
time.
We applied our procedure to two real data sets of different size and
properties. For the lynx data we obtained a good ®t with a parsimonious model.
For the daily DM/US-$ exchange rate returns we found a highly nonlinear and
asymmetric volatility function of lags 1, 3 and 6 which presents interesting
challanges for the parametric modelling of this much investigated series.
We agree with a referee's comment that more effective lag selection criteria
may be designed for special multidimensional models, such as additive models.
Based on our Monte-Carlo study of the nonlinear processes, which shows that
even our generic method performs better when additive structure is present, we
can expect our general idea of using a local linear (instead of the NadarayaWatson) estimator together with a plug-in (instead of a cross-validation)
bandwidth and the correction factor to improve the existing method of Chen
and Tsay (1993).
We also concur with a cautionary note of the Associate Editor that our
nonparametric methods could suffer from the `curse of dimensionality' when
relatively many lags are involved, whereas this problem is not present for
parametric methods based on linear models. Further numerical work is needed
to properly address this issue.

APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We note that the second term of the FPE in formula (7) of
Tjùstheim and Auestad (1994) was decomposed as the following (here we have changed
the original notation to ours)
~ t )g2 w( X
~ M, t )]
~ t) ÿ f (X
E[f f^( X
~ t )  E f^( X
~ t) ÿ f (X
~ t )g2 w( X
~ M, t )]
~ t ) ÿ E f^( X
 E[f f^( X
~ M, t )]:
 E[(I9  II9)2 w( X
~ t ). HaÈrdle et al. (1998) gave an
As one sees from that paper, II9 is the bias tem of f^( X
explicit formula of the bias for the local linear estimator f^2 (x), which is
ó 2K h2 =2 Trf=2 f (x)g:
Thus
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~ M, t )]  ó 2 h4 =4 [Trf=2 f (x)g]2 w(x M )ì(x M ) dx M
E[(II9)2 w( X
K
 Ofh4 (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1=2 g
 c(h)C2  Ofh4 (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1=2 g
by applying the beta-mixing property. Similarly, one derives that if the local constant
estimator f^1 (x) is used instead, then
~ M , t )]  c(h)C1  Ofh4 (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1=2 g:
E[(II9)2 w( X
~ M, t )) is negligible by a standard U-statistic argument, using our betaThe term E(I9II9w( X
mixing assumption (A1) and Lemma 1 of Yoshihara (1976), similar to Tjùstheim and
Auestad (1994).
~ M, t )]. Using the result of the same paper by
Now we derive the term E[(I9)2 w( X
HaÈrdle et al. (1998)
~ M, t )]
E[(I9)2 w( X
"
E

ÿ1

ÿ1

ì(x) (n ÿ i m  1) f1  o p (1)g

n
X
ii m

#2
K h (X i ÿ x)ó (X i )î i

w(x M )ì(x M ) dx M

which becomes
E ì(x)ÿ2 (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ2 f1  o p (1)g

n
X
ii m

fK h (X i ÿ x)ó (X i )g2 w(x M )ì(x M ) dx M ,

where the cross terms are left out only by a U-statistic argument as in Tjùstheim and
Auestad (1994). The above expression can be written as
ì(x)ÿ2 (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 f1  o p (1)gfK h ( y ÿ x)ó ( y)g2 w(x M )ì(x M )ì( y) dx M dy
 ì(x)ÿ2 (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 hÿ m f1  o p (1)gfK(u)ó (x  hu)g2 w(x M )ì(x M )ì(x  hu) dx M du
 kKk22 m (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 hÿ m ó 2 (x)w(x M )ì(x M )=ì(x) dx M f1  o p (1)g
 b(h)Bf1  o p (1)g,
which has completed the proof of the formula (2.3).
The following theorem extends Theorem 3.1.
Pn
ó 2 (X i )î2i w(X M,i ) ÿ A, then under asTheorem A.1 Let Z  (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 ii
m
sumptions (A1)±(A7), for a  1, 2, as n ! 1
^ a  A  fkKk2 m ÿ 2K(0) m g(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 hÿ m B  C a ó 4 h4 =4
A
2
K
 Z  ofh4  (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 hÿ m g  of(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1=2 g
with

p D
n ÿ i m  1 Z ! N (0, Ó)

(A:1)

(A:2)
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Ó  m4 ó 4 (x)w 2 (x M )ì(x M ) dx M ÿ A2
2

1
X
i1

[Efó 2 (X M, M )î2M w(X M, M )ó 2 (X M, Mi )w(X M, Mi )g ÿ A2 ]:

(A:3)

A similar result exists for the over®tting case.
Proof of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem A.1. To prove (A.1), note that one obtains
(A.2) and (A.3) by the central limit theorem for mixing processes, see Doukhan (1994),
^ a is
Theorem 1, p. 46. We then note that by (3.1), A
n
X
f f (X i ) ÿ f^a (X i )  ó (X i )î i g2 w(X M,i )
(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1
ii m

 (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1

n
X
ii m

 (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1

ó 2 (X i )î2i w(X M,i )  (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1

n
X
ii m

n
X
ii m

f f (X i ) ÿ f^a (X i )g2 w(X M,i )

2f f (X i ) ÿ f^a (X i )gó (X i )î i w(X M,i )

(A:4)

in which the second term contributes to the kKk22 m (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 hÿ m B  C a ó 4K h4 =4
just as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, while the last term contributes the
ÿ2K(0) m (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 hÿ m B, see Tjùstheim and Auestad (1994) for proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Similar arguments as in the proofs of Theorem 2.1 and
Theorem A.1 give the expression for B9 and C9a in (3.6) and (3.7) and therefore (3.8)
and (3.5).
To study the unde®tting case, one denotes the discrepency between f (x) and its
conditional expectation on x9 as
f ? (x)  f (x) ÿ ì(x9)ÿ1 f (x9, u 0)ì(x9, u0)du 0  f (x) ÿ Ef f (x)jx9g
and the weighted squared projection error
C9 


f ? (x)2 w(x M )ì(x M ) dx M
f (x)2 w(x M )ì(x M ) dx M ÿ E2 f f (x)jx9gw(x M )ì(x M ) dx M :

(A:5)

We assume that
(A8) Every function f ? (x) has at least one nonzero point in the interior of the
support of w, and hence the projection error C9 de®ned in (A.5) is positive.
This is satis®ed if one simply enlarges the support of w so that it includes in its
interior at least one nonzero point from each f ? (x), which is easy as all the f ? (x)'s are
nonzero functions on the support of ì.
The following is a re®ned version of Theorem 3.4.
Theorem A.2. Let X 9t  (Y tÿi91 , . . ., Y tÿi9m9 ) T be as in Theorem 3.4. Then under
assumptions (A1)±(A8), for
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Z9a  (n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1

n
X
ii m9

 (n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1
one has

f f (X i ) ÿ f^a (X 9i )g2 w(X M,i ) ÿ C9

n
X
ii m9

2f f (X i ) ÿ f^a (X 9i )gó (X i )î i w(X M,i )

p
D
n ÿ i m9  1 Z9a ! N (0, Ó9)

where
f ? (x)4 w 2 (x M )ì(x M ) dx M ÿ

Ó9 

2

1
X

2

Ef f ?2 (X M, M )w(X M , M ) f ?2 (X M, Mi )w(X M, Mi )g

?

2

f (x) w(x M )ì(x M ) dx M

ÿ

f ? (x)2 w(x M )ì(x M ) dx M

"

i1





2 #

 4 f ? (x)2 ó 2 (x)w 2 (x M )ì(x M ) dx M

(A:6)

and also
2
AFPE9a ÿ AFPE a  Z9a  C9  O(h9a,opt ):

Proof of Theorem A.2 and Theorem 4.2. Like in the proof of Theorem 3.3, write
x  (x9, x0), where x represents the vector of m correct lags and x9 the subvector of m9
^ a as
lags, and x 0 the other correct lags. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, one writes A9
n
X
(n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1
f f (X i ) ÿ f^a (X 9i )  ó (X i )î i g2 w(X M,i )
ii m9

 (n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1

n
X
ii m9

 (n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1

ó 2 (X i )î2i w(X M ,i )  (n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1

n
X
ii m9

n
X
ii m9

f f (X i ) ÿ f^a (X 9i )g2 w(X M,i )

2f f (X i ) ÿ f^a (X 9i )gó (X i )î i w(X M,i ):

It is obvious that
 
n
n
X
X
1
:
ó 2 (X i )î2i w(X M,i )  (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1
ó 2 (X i )î2i w(X M,i )  O p
(n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1
n
ii m9
ii m
Next
f^1 (x9) ÿ f (x) 
ì(x9)ÿ1 (n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1 f1  o p (1)g

n
X
ii m9

K h (X 9i ÿ x9)f f (X i ) ÿ f (x)  ó (X i )î i g  T1  T2
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where
T1  ì(x9)ÿ1 (n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1 f1  o p (1)g

n
X

K h (X 9i ÿ x9)f f (X i ) ÿ f (x)g,

ii m9

T2  ì(x9)ÿ1 (n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1 f1  o p (1)g

n
X
ii m9

K h (X 9i ÿ x9)ó (X i )î i :

The variance of T2 is calculated as
ì(x9)ÿ2 (n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1 f1  o(1)g K h (u9 ÿ x9)2 ó 2 (u)ì(u) du
which is (using u9  x9  hv9)
ì(x9)ÿ2 (n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1 hÿ m9 f1  o(1)g K(v9)2 ó 2 (x9  hv9, u0)ì(x9  hv9, u0) dv9 du 0
 ì(x9)ÿ2 (n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1 hÿ m9 kKk22 m9 ó 2 (x9, u0)ì(x9, u0) du 0f1  o(1)g:
Similarly, the bias from T1 is
ì(x9)ÿ1 f1  o(1)g K h (u9 ÿ x9) f (u)ì(u) du ÿ f (x)
 ì(x9)ÿ1 f1  o(1)g K(v9) f (x9  hv9, u 0)ì(x9  hv9, u 0) dv9 du 0) ÿ f (x)


1
 ì(x9)ÿ1 f1  o(1)g K(v9) f (x9, u0)  hv9 T = x9 f (x9, u 0)  h2 v T =2x9 f (x9, u0)v
2


1
3 ì(x9, u0)  hv9 T = x9 ì(x9, u 0)  h2 v T =2x9 ì(x9, u0)v dv9 du 0 ÿ f (x)
2
 ì(x9)ÿ1 f f (x9, u0) ÿ f (x)gì(x9, u0) du0  O p (h2 )  ÿ f ? (x)  O p (h92 ):
One can derive a similar formula for f^2 (x9) ÿ f (x), thus we have
f^a (x9) ÿ f (x)  ÿ f ? (x)  O p (h92 ):

(A:7)
?

Because x9 is a proper subvector of x, the true model, we know that f (x) 6 0. Now
n
X
(n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1
f f (X i ) ÿ f^a (X 9i )g2 w(X M,i )
ii m9

has asymptotic mean
E[f f (X i ) ÿ f^a (X 9i )g2 w(X M,i )] 

f ? (x)2 w(x M )ì(x M )dx M  O(h92 )


by
using
(A.7),
and
its
asymptotic
variance
is
Ó9 ÿ 4 f ? (x)2
2
2
2
ó (x)w (x M )ì(x M ) dx M  O(h9 ). Similarly
n
X
(n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1
2f f (X i ) ÿ f^a (X 9i )gó (X i )î i w(X M,i )
ii m9

has mean 0 and asymptotic variance
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(n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1 4E[f f (X i ) ÿ f^a (X 9i )g2 ó 2 (X i )w 2 (X M,i )]
which, by using (A.7), is
(n ÿ i m9  1)ÿ1 4 f ? (x)2 ó 2 (x)w 2 (x M )ì(x M ) dx M :
Thus
2
AFPE9a ÿ AFPE a  Z9a  C9  O(h9a,opt )

with
p
D
n ÿ i m9  1 Z9a ! N (0, Ó9)
where Ó9 and C9 are as in (A.6) and (A.5). Then we have
2
P[AFPE9a , AFPE a ]  P[ Z9a  C9  O(h9a,opt ) , 0]

 P[æ9 . (n ÿ i m9  1)1=2 c9f1  o(1)g]
where
p
æ9  ÿ n ÿ i m9  1 Z9a =Ó91=2 :
To prove Theorem 4.1, one needs to have an auxiliary result. Note that if
h a,opt  â(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1=(m4) , the variance of the third term in (A.4) is asymptotically
(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 E 4f f (x) ÿ f^a (x)g2 ó 2 (x)w 2 (x M )ì(x M ) dx M
which, by writing f f (x) ÿ f^a (x)g2 as bias and stochastic parts, equals
(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ(m8)=( m4) Ó a f1  o(1)g
where
Ó a  ó 4K â4 ó 2 (x)r2a (x)w 2 (x M )ì(x M ) dx M
 4kKk22 m âÿ m ó 4 (x)w 2 (x M )ì(x M )=ì(x) dx M :
Meanwhile, the variance of the second term is asymptotically smaller than
(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 E f f (x) ÿ f^a (x)g4 w 2 (x M )ì(x M ) dx M
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 ó 8K h8 r4a (x)w 2 (x M )ì(x M ) dx M =f16(n ÿ i m  1)g
 6ó 4K h4 f1  o p (1)gE r2a (x)
 4ó 2K h2 f1  o p (1)gE ra (x)
 f1  o p (1)gE

ii m

4(n ÿ i m  1)3 ì(x)2

i

n
X
K h (X i ÿ x)3 ó 3 (X i )î3
ii m

2(n ÿ i m  1)4 ì(x)3

n
X
K h (X i ÿ x)4 ó 4 (X i )î4
ii m

 f1  o p (1)gE

n
X
K h (X i ÿ x)2 ó 2 (X i )î2

ì(x)4 (n ÿ i m  1)5

i

i

w 2 (x M )ì(x M ) dx M
w 2 (x M )ì(x M ) dx M

w 2 (x M )ì(x M ) dx M

n
X

K h (X i ÿ x)2 K h (X j ÿ x)2 ó 2 (X i )ó 2 (X j )î2i î2j

i, ji m , j6 i

ì(x)4 (n ÿ i m  1)5

w 2 (x M )ì(x M ) dx M

 O p fh8 =(n ÿ i m  1)  h4 (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ2 hÿ m
 h2 (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ3 hÿ2 m  (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ4 hÿ3 m g
 O p (h8 nÿ1  h8 nÿ1  h10 nÿ1  h12 nÿ1 )  o p (h4 nÿ1 ):
Hence
(n ÿ i m  1)( m8)=(2 m8)

"

^ a ÿ c(K, B, C a )(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ4=( m4) ÿ (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1
A

n
X
ii m

#
ó 2 (X i )î2i w(X M,i )

is asymptotically normal with mean zero variance Ó a , where c(K, B, C a ) is a positive
constant. Similarly
(n ÿ i m  1)( m8)=(2 m8)

"

^ a ÿ ~c(K, B, C a )(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ4=(m4) ÿ (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1
B

n
X

#
ó

2

ii m

(X i )î2i w(X M,i )=^
ì(X i )

is also asymptotically normal with mean zero and some positive constant variance. By
equation (3.4)
^ a  2K(0) m (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 hÿ m B
^a
AFPE a  A
a,opt

which now gives the following proposition.
Proposition A.1. Under assumptions (A1)±(A7), for a  1, 2, as n ! 1, de®ne
n
X
Z a  A^a ÿ c(K, B, C a )(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ4=( m4) ÿ (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1
ó 2 (X i )î2i w(X M,i )
ii m

m ^
 2K(0) m (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1 hÿ
a,opt B a

then
D

(n ÿ i m  1)( m8)=(2 m8) Z a ! N (0, Ó a )
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and
AFPE a  Z a  c(K, B, C a )(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ4=( m4)
 (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1

n
X
ii m

ó 2 (X i )î2i w(X M,i ):

(A:9)

A similar result exists for the over®tting case, i.e.
AFPE9a  Z9a  c9(K, B9, C9a )(n ÿ i9m l  1)ÿ4=( m l4)
 (n ÿ i9m l  1)ÿ1

n
X
ii m l

ó 2 (X i )î2i w(X M,i ),
D

(n ÿ i9m l  1)( m l8)=(2 m2 l8) Z9a ! N (0, Ó9a ):

(A:10)
(A:11)

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We note that
ä  (n ÿ i9m l  1)ÿ1

4n
X
ii9m l

ÿ (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ1

n
X
ii m

ó 2 (X i )î2i w(X M,i )

ó 2 (X i )î2i w(X M,i )  O p (nÿ1 ):

Thus, using equations (A.9), (A.8), (A.10) and (A.11) one obtains
P[AFPE9a , AFPE a ] 
P[ Z9a ÿ Z a  ä , ÿc9(K, B9, C9a )(n ÿ i9m l  1)ÿ4=( m l4)
 c(K, B, C a )(n ÿ i m  1)ÿ4=(m4) ]:
Note that
(n ÿ i9m l  1)( m l8)=(2 m2 l8) Z a
P

 f(n ÿ i m  1)( m8)=(2 m8) Z a g 3 Ofnÿ2 l=f( m l4)( m4)g g ! 0;
(n ÿ i9m l  1)( m l8)=(2 m2 l8) (n ÿ i m  1)ÿ4=( m4)
 of(n ÿ i9m l  1)( m l)=(2 m2 l8) g
which give
P[AFPE9a , AFPE a ]  P[æ9a . (n ÿ i m  1)( m l)=(2 m2 l8) c9a f1  o(1)g]
where
æ9a  (n ÿ i9m l  1)( m l8)=(2 m2 l8) ( Z9a ÿ Z a  ä):
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Using arguments as before, one needs only to show that if
x0 is a proper subvector of x9  (xi91 , . . ., xi9m9 ), then
C 0 . C9
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where C9 is as in (A.5) and
C0 

f (x)2 w(x M )ì(x M ) dx M ÿ E2 f f (x)jx 0gw(x M )ì(x M ) dx M

which yields
C 0 ÿ C9  [Ef f (x)jx 0g ÿ Ef f (x)jx9g]2 w(x M )ì(x M ) dx M . 0
as we assume that the true model includes all the lags i91 , . . ., i9m9 .
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